YOU CAN'T LOSE.
We fixed it so you don't spend a penny for equipment. We lend it to you free. You don't have any costs for waste or spoilage. Our free delivery brings fresh sandwiches to your door on a regular schedule, to eliminate lengthy storage and excessive inventory.
You have no investment in extra personnel or space.

FREE OVEN We lend you as many infra-red ovens as your needs require... And we maintain them at no cost to you.

FREE DELIVERY We bring fresh sandwiches to you in refrigerated trucks on a regular pre-set schedule. There's a tremendous variety of top quality, taste- tempting sandwiches to choose from... all ready to pop into the oven and serve in no time at all.

FREE SELLING AIDS We provide banners, signs, menu cards and more. Everything you need to attract customers, create impulse sales and assure repeat business.

FREE BOOK OFFER! Send for our FREE 16-page booklet that proves how you can add fast- food profits with no investment.

SEND FOR YOUR FREE BOOKLET TODAY! NO RISK! NO OBLIGATION!

Stewart-infra-red, Inc. Dept. J
P.O. Box 207
Fontana, Wisconsin 53125

Gentlemen: Please rush my free copy of "How To Make Money Without Even Trying"

Name__________________________
Business_______________________
Address________________________
City_________________State____Zip____
Phone__________________________

For more information circle number 146 on card
the only special provision for the current use assessment in the New York statutes available to clubs. A simpler, uniform statute could achieve the same goals and be of much more protection to clubs. However, until more protection is secured, the clubs should try to negotiate for scenic easements rather than face a continually rising valuation.

**State:** Indiana

**Basis evaluation:** "True Cash Value" (statutory).

I. **Constitutional provisions:** Art. X, Sec. 1. The General Assembly shall provide for "uniform and equal rates of assessment and taxation" and "just valuation." Case interpretation of this provision has held that the uniformity requirement is satisfied where all property is assessed at its true cash value and the same rate is applied to all property. Classification has been allowed as long as the classes are treated uniformly within each class.

II. **Statutory provisions:** Property Assessment Act of 1961, Chapter 319, Laws 1961, Sec. 109—

Property is assessed at 33.3 percent of its "true cash value." Sec. 1403—Land is to be classified on the basis of many factors, including size, location, use, productivity, or earning capacity, accessibility, the usual factors taken into consideration in determining "true cash value."

III. **Comments:** Under the general statutory scheme of Indiana law, classification is constitutionally permissible. For full protection, special legislation is needed. One method would be the use of special provisions similar to those now used for forest lands. Perhaps the most feasible solution is legislation simply limiting the valuation to present use with the usual safeguard provisions of continuity and default.

**CONCLUSION**

It would seem evident from all of the above that the best approach to special greenbelt legislation would be to seek approval for a separate classification of recreational land for one or more of the following reasons:

1. The maintenance and enhancement of the conservation of natural or scenic resources.
2. To promote conservation of soils, wet lands, beaches or tidal marshes.
3. Protection of natural streams and water supply.
4. Enhancement of abutting or neighboring parks, forests, wildlife reserves, nature reservations or sanctuaries and other open spaces.
5. Enhancement of recreational opportunities.
6. Preservation of historic sites.
7. Promotion of orderly urban or suburban development.
8. Preservation of the environmental qualities of the land.

In order to determine the best approach for your own state, a careful inspection of your state constitution, pertinent state laws, case histories and local ordinances will be necessary. Given the proper preliminary research, effective legislation can and should be introduced.

Now is not too early to seek the preservation of a dwindling national resource.

---

**Keep the grass greener on your side of the fence.**

**GRAND PRIZE®** Lawn & Garden Gypsum keeps turf, shrubs, trees growing thick and strong. That's because it acts much like a mineral "cultivator". Looses hard-packed clay soil so air and water can penetrate, helps fertilizers live up to their full potential. Low in cost, high in efficiency, this natural soil conditioner supplies soluble calcium and sulfur in a readily absorbed form. And it also stimulates decomposition of organic materials. The result: seeds germinate faster, roots go deeper, foliage becomes luxurious. Write for specifics. 101 S. Wacker Drive, Chicago, Ill. 60606. Dept. G-43

**CHEMICALS DIVISION**

**UNITED STATES GYPSUM**

**BUILDING AMERICA**

---
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Save your budget!

Member donations will buy your consoles

Here's a good way to dress up your course, save the budget and let members show their pride of membership at the same time. Solicit donations for Standard Consoles.

The Standard Console puts everything together to speed up play.

The Professional ball washer will wash four balls simultaneously. It's made of durable thermoplastic, the toughest plastic known. The Standard Console is available in red, yellow or avocado green.

Combine this with the Spike Kleener, Litter Caddie®, Tee Data Sign and Donor’s Sign for a color-keyed console that will compliment any course.

May be easily moved to prevent worn-out grass. A plastic coating on all metal parts resists the elements and insures beauty through the years. The Standard Console is the perfect way to let members help give your course a new modern look.

Complete line of equipment

All of the components in the Console are available separately. Other Standard products include: 3-D Tee Plaques, cups, Porta-Span® bridges, flags, flag poles, tee markers, yardage markers, tee benches, sand rakes and hole cutters.

STANDARD MANUFACTURING COMPANY
220 East Fourth Street
Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613
The new challenger

These tour players play the Ben Hogan Ball

AMF
Ben Hogan

2912 West Pafford Street, Fort Worth, Texas 76110
Available only at your golf professional shop.

See AMF Athletic Equipment in Walt Disney Studio's New Movie "The World's Greatest Athlete."

© 1973 WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS
on the tour!

Debbie Austin  George Bayer  Deane Beman  Gerda Boykin  Louise Bruce  Mary Bryan
Byron Comstock  Bob Dickson  Jim Ferrell  Pat Fitzsimons  Doug Ford  Bob Goalby
John Mahaffey  Fred Marti  Margee Masters  Mary Mills  Mike Mitchell  Paul Moran
Noni Schneider  Mike Spang  Beth Stone  Sandra Spuzich  Larry Wood  Randy Wolff

for one reason...they think it is the best.

An ever-increasing number of fine tournament Golfers are discovering the superior tournament play qualities of my APEX Series Ball.
The APEX Ball gives consistently longer distance because of its high coefficient of restitution. In addition to this superior rebound characteristic, it has tight dispersion patterns and performs virtually identically from shot to shot.

The touring professional's success depends on this kind of reliable performance...

And, you can depend on it too!

Ben Hogan
K.L. Burgett CO.
BOX 687
PEORIA, ILLINOIS 61601

CHOOSE FROM
10 DIFFERENT STYLE GLOVES!
6 DIFFERENT STYLE CLUB COVERS!
ALL AMERICAN MADE!

B2V (ILLUSTRATED)
BURGETT’S FINEST VELCRO CLOSURE GLOVE

HALF FINGER STYLE GLOVE
G3W PARGLOV (ILLUSTRATED)

CLUB COVERS

PARHOODS (ILLUSTRATED)

For more information circle number 168 on card
Golf club presidents and owners, in general, 1) are trying hard to fill the voids in their membership rosters; 2) find the member-run committee system an inefficient method of club operation; 3) depend heavily on their administrative personnel—golf professional, manager and superintendent—in the total club operation; 4) favor greater decision-making power for these key employees.

These were the four significant points that came out of a formal GOLFDOM survey, conducted by an independent research company, of golf club presidents and owners throughout the country.

The survey sought opinion on four major topics: 1) membership conditions, 2) administrative employee relations, 3) committee system of operation and 4) policy on non-member income.

MEMBERSHIP CONDITIONS
Waiting lists for membership in private golf clubs are on the rapid decline. Over-all, only 30 per cent of the respondent clubs have waiting lists. However, 40 per cent of the member-owned clubs have waiting lists versus 18 per cent of the individually-owned clubs.

Along with the lack of waiting lists, many clubs are operating below their membership quotas. More than 60 per cent of the respondents reported that their clubs have instituted programs to attract new members. The most popular lure is offering associate or other types of limited memberships. Responses by type of program broke down this way: offering associate or other types of limited memberships, 23.3 per cent; offering incentives to present members to bring in new members, 18.9 per cent; waiving for a period of time certain initial costs, 18.9 per cent; offering memberships only for specific activities, 14.5 per cent; offering house memberships only, 11.1 per cent, and other methods, 13.3 per cent.

The growing popularity of offering limited memberships and memberships for specific activities is significant for the future of the club industry, because many clubs will become activities centers catering to specialized interests. Along with the core of avid golfers, memberships also will include equally enthusiastic tennis players, swimmers, paddle tennis players, and so on. At such clubs, enterprising golf professionals will carry a broad spectrum of merchandise. And managers will be looking for new activities to ensure continued club growth.

ADMINISTRATIVE EMPLOYEE RELATIONS
In an effort to improve the efficiency of club operations, presidents and owners are bringing together their key administrative employees for meetings and planning sessions. Superintendents, golf professionals and managers are being brought out of the traditional confines of their specific responsibilities and into an atmosphere of total involvement. Some 79 per cent of the presidents and owners reported that they meet with their administrative employees regularly—42 per cent indicating weekly meetings and 32 per cent, daily meetings.

Of those respondents who said that they do not call regular meetings, 86 per cent indicated they meet on an irregular basis as problems arise or to discuss future plans. This means that less than 3 per cent of the respondents do not hold joint meetings with their administrators on either a regular or irregular basis.

Presidents and owners also reveal a high regard for the knowledge and opinion of their administrators. Some 95 per cent consult with or seek advice from the administrative employees, and 98 per cent said they invite the manager, professional and superintendent to present ideas or constructive suggestions on the club’s operations.

COMMITTEE SYSTEM
The respondents were not as favorable toward the continued on page 29
INTRODUCING
THE SHINY NEW 1973 PARGO...PACKAGE.

We could have shown you one of our new cars here, but cars are only part of Par-

So we're showing our package. All the models and services we offer lumped into
a single piece of equipment.

Why? To point out that Pargo does more than simply sell fleets of cars.

We offer a Total Service Package.

Not only providing our main ingredient—superior golf cars—but other "products," too. Things you can't drive, hold or handle, but are extremely important to you, as well.


Course analysis The first thing we do. Some courses need a large fleet, some don't. So we study your course, its area, traffic, and seasonal variation. Take your financial status and future into account. Then make recommendations. Maybe for fewer cars than you expected.

Improved golf cars Our most important product. This year, our Models 803 and 804 are thoroughly redesigned—easier to get in and out of, with better suspensions for easier ride, and one of the industry's most trouble-free acceleration switches. Plus a long list of other improvements and exclusive features.

Sturdy service vehicles But quiet. Our electric-driven Empire line can take on all sorts of yeoman duties around your course. An all-steel model to handle your toughest hauling. A versatile model that can tote supplies or groups of VIP's. And the Bahama Bar Car for snacks or, where law permits, drinks on the roam.

Six financial options With some of the most imaginative plans in the business, Pargo offers at least six different ways you can purchase or lease your Pargo fleet. Even a member-shared depreciation plan that allows club members special revenue and income tax advantages.

Those are the highlights of our package. For a closer look, contact Pargo or your Pargo dealer for a detailed brochure. In it, you'll find information, specifications, and —this time we promise—pictures of our beautiful new cars.

Pargo. 4300 Raleigh St., P.O. Box 5544, Charlotte, N.C. 28205. 704/596-6550.

Because golf cars aren't your only concern, they're not our only product.
PRESIDENTS from page 27

member-run committee system of operating a club. In questions on this subject, 71 per cent of the respondents felt the member-run committee system was not an efficient method of operating and 75 per cent said that such a system does not provide the club with the expertise necessary to operate the facility successfully, both in terms of economics and member service.

Asked which member-run committees are helpful in the operation of a club and should be retained, if a facility were reorganizing its policy-making and operating system, the three committees receiving the greatest response were: tournament committee, handicap committee and golf committee, respectively. Asked which are a hindrance to efficiency and they would eliminate, the three most frequently indicated were: green committee, house committee and grievance committee, respectively.

It is significant that three service-oriented member committees were looked upon favorably, whereas three committees involved with the internal operations and financial areas of the club were felt to be obstacles to efficiency. These points are allied to opinions on the member-run committee system versus a system whereby the manager, professional and superintendent, meeting directly with the club's board of directors, have a greater part in making decisions for their areas of responsibility. On this question, 78 per cent of the respondents favored the latter system over the member-run committee system. Therefore, presidents and owners would put greater decision-making power into the hands of the trained professionals as a means of obtaining a more efficient plant operation.

NON-MEMBER INCOME
The Internal Revenue Service's 5 per cent guideline on income from outside business has concerned many clubs, because any efforts to increase such revenue puts the club on the brink of losing its non-profit status. Some 34 per cent of the presidents of member-owned private clubs said that the guideline hampered the club's revenue earn-

continued on page 62
Here is a gleaming, functional IRON club so timeless in concept that I believe it is destined to become a classic!

A clean, no nonsense IRON head design has been combined with the renowned APEX shafts to give you a better, more rewarding golf game.

These fine golfing instruments offer improved visual alignment of the blade, plus great "feel" in hand-crafted forged heads. A larger blade impact area with a lower center of gravity helps get the ball airborne quickly.

I invite you to place one of these superb IRONS behind a ball and try it. I am sure you will experience a new sense of confidence with my new Classic APEX '73's.

Sincerely,

Ben Hogan